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Abstract. Recent philosophy of mind has tended to treat “inner” states, including both qualia
and intentional states, as “theoretical posits” of either folk or scientific psychology. This article
argues that phenomenology in fact plays a very different role in the most mature part of psychology, psychophysics. Methodologically, phenomenology plays a crucial role in obtaining
psychophysical results. And more importantly, many psychophysical data are best interpreted
as reporting relations between stimuli and phenomenological states, both qualitative and intentional. Three examples are used to argue for this thesis: the Weber–Fechner laws, the CraikO’Brien–Cornsweet effect, and subjective contour figures. The phenomenological properties
that play a role here do so in the role of data that ultimately constrain theoretical work (in this
case theory of vision), and not as theoretical posits.
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The history of philosophy of mind in the twentieth century was in no small
measure a story of suspicion towards mentalistic categories in general and
to the first-person, experiential, phenomenological character of the mental
in particular.1 It was argued variously that mental states do not exist at all
(Churchland 1983; Dennett 1988; Rey 1982, 1986, 1995; Stich 1983), that
they are methodologically unacceptable for a scientific psychology (Watson
1913; Skinner 1971, 1974), that they are identical with brain states (Place
1956; Smart 1959) or behaviorial dispositions (Ryle 1949) and that they are
causally inert epiphenomena (Huxley 1874; Jackson 1982; Hylsop 1998). And
such claims have been advanced on grounds of methodology, of metaphysics
and of an analysis of the history of science. In the first years of the twentyfirst century, it is still widely believed on the current scene that mental states
need to be “naturalized” if they are to appear in a scientific psychology or a
serious metaphysics. That is, in order for mental states to appear in respectable
psychological theories, they must be causally efficacious and must be seen
in a way that falls within the framework of a physicalistic world-view. Thus,
one major portion of the recent conversation in philosophy of psychology has
been between (1) representational/computational theorists, who believe that
(a) we need states such as beliefs and desires as theoretical posits to have an
explanatory psychology and (b) viewing the mind as a computer provides the
necessary links with a physicalistic world-view, and (2) eliminativists, who
believe that intentional psychology is being displaced by a neuroscience that
does not invoke intentional or states as theoretical posits, with the implication
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that such mental states are to go the way of previous unsuccessful theoretical
entities like phlogiston and caloric. These two camps share the view that the
mental needs to be grounded in something other than its phenomenology if we
are to have it at all. There are similar debates over the status of qualia. Some
(Jackson 1982; Chalmers 1996) argue that qualia are real, irreducible, and
hence non-physical; others argue that physicalism is true, and hence qualia
are either physical states (whether reducible (van Gulick 1985; Levin 1991;
Churchland 1985) or irreducible (Kernohan 1988; Kirk 1996)), or else that
nothing exists that answers to the description of qualia (Dennett 1988).
This entire conversation is built upon several erroneous assumptions. The
first assumption is that the areas of psychology that are generally deemed to
be most scientifically respectable (notably, psychophysics) are not tied to phenomenological features of the mental. The second is that mentalistic notions
appear in psychology only as theoretical posits. Both of these assumptions are
wrong.2 In point of fact, a significant portion of psychophysics is very much
in the business of describing relations between phenomenological properties
(percepts) and non-phenomenological properties. And since psychophysics
supplies much of the data that theoretical psychology attempts to explain,
phenomenologically described mental states make up much of the data of
psychology, and not merely its theoretical posits. And hence the evidential
status of these mental states is independent of the status of any truly theoretical mental states (e.g., infra-conscious beliefs and desires) posited as part of
a retroductive explanation.
Psychophysics and scientific psychology
While there are many areas of psychology whose status as science are often called into doubt, the main exception to this suspicion is the kind of
experimental psychophysics that was pioneered in the latter half of the nineteenth century by figures such as Fechner, Weber, Mach and Helmholtz.3 I
shall discuss three examples of psychophysical data from the vision literature:
the Weber–Fechner Law, the Craik-O’Brien–Cornsweet effect, and subjective
contour figures such as the Kanizsa square. These three examples will illustrate the points, respectively, (1) that psychophysics deals with relationships
between stimuli and “subjective” phenomenological properties, (2) that in
some cases it is very much the qualitative properties of mental states that are
the subject matter of psychophysics, while (3) in others, intentional properties
also seem to play a major role.
The Weber–Fechner laws and phenomenology
The Weber–Fechner laws are perhaps the best known result from nineteenthcentury psychophysics. Their general claim is that for the various perceptual
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modalities, the intensity of the percept is a logarithmic function of the intensity
of the stimulus. (Other theorists, such as Plateau (1872), Brentano (1874)
and Stevens (1975) have advocated the use of a power function instead of a
logarithm to express the Weber data.4 For our purposes, these mathematical
differences are irrelevant. A more important difference between Fechner and
Stevens will be discussed shortly.) In the case of vision, for example, this law
relates differences in the apparent brightness of a figure – how bright it seems
to an observer – to differences in the absolute luminance of the stimulus
(how much light is really reflected from it). I shall follow the practice of
psychophysicists in referring to the experiential property of the percept as
brightness and the objective property of the stimulus as luminance.5
One might intuitively assume that when a stimulus A seems twice as bright
as a stimulus B, this is because the intensity of the light reflected from A is
twice as intense as that reflected from B – i.e., that the subjective impression
of brightness is a linear function of stimulus intensity. But Weber’s experiments showed that this was not the case. Rather, subjective brightness is a
logarithmic function (or power function, see above) of stimulus intensity. The
Weber–Fechner law gives us a precise description of one aspect of vision: a
general mathematical law governing the relationship between the intensity of
the stimulus (i.e., luminance) and that of the percept (i.e., brightness). These
data, moreover, serve as a constraint upon further theoretical work in vision:
any viable model of vision needs to accommodate the Weber–Fechner law.
Now what is the Weber–Fechner law about? Intuitively, its subject matter
is a relationship between two kinds of events that occur as components in the
process of visual perception. One of the relata is the amount of light reflected
from a surface onto the retina – the luminance. The other relatum is the subjective experience of brightness. The Weber–Fechner law is a description of
a function from stimulus intensity to percept intensity. Or, to put it slightly
differently, it is a mathematical description of how differences in luminance
of the stimulus are related to differences in brightness of the percept. Brightness, however, is a phenomenological property – the intensity of a quale, or
how intense a visual stimulus seems. And, more generally, to call a thing a
percept is to describe it in phenomenological terms. But if the Weber–Fechner
law is a paradigm example of scientific psychophysics, and its subject matter
involves a phenomenological property, then scientific psychophysics includes
phenomenological properties in its domain of discourse. Moreover, since psychophysics is the major supplier of data that constrain theories of perception,
phenomenological properties make up an important portion of the data that
theories of perception try to explain.
This intuitive characterization of the Weber laws is one that would probably
have been endorsed by two of the most important psychophysicists, Fechner
and Stevens. Fechner seems to have been motivated in no small measure by
a desire to substantiate, through scientific means, his dislike for materialism.
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Stevens’ method of gaining data – by having subjects give direct estimates of
the strength of the sensation – likewise seems to imply that he thought that
percepts were phenomenological events whose magnitudes subjects could
evaluate. In spite of its distinguished pedigree, however, the intuitive interpretation of psychophysical data is not uncontroversial. Fechner himself seems
to occupy a middle position in interpretations of the laws. He seems to have
believed that one was measuring experiential variables, at least on an ordinal
scale within each individual. However, his methodology eschewed direct estimates of intensities in favor of the jnd method, which specifically isolates
the capacity to detect differences between stimuli. This, of course, invites
an alternative interpretation of what the laws describe: namely, discriminative capacities rather than qualitative intensities. No one, of course, denies
that the laws describe at least a set of discriminative capacities; the issue,
rather, is whether they also describe something intrinsically phenomenological. Stevens, who rejected the jnd method in favor of a method of direct
estimation of sensory magnitudes, is squarely on the side that favors a measurement of qualitative phenomenology. His difference with Fechner is merely
on the question of whether those subjective magnitudes can be measured by
direct means. Indeed, Stevens’s position is more radically experientialist than
Fechner’s, as he believes not only that subjective experiences exist and admit
a scale of intensities, but also that these intensities can reliably be reported
through direct means.
Many psychophysicists, however, opt for an interpretation that emphasizes
discriminative capacities, either on methodological or metaphysical grounds.
Most psychophysical experiments employ comparisons of pairs of stimuli,
like Fechner’s and unlike Stevens’s. What is directly measured is the ability to
discriminate between stimuli that are objectively different. Whereas Fechner
and Stevens took such measures of discriminative abilities to be evidence
of a scale of subjective intensities, others have preferred to take the data as
expressing discriminative abilities and nothing more.
The non-phenomenological interpretations are at their most plausible in the
case of the kinds of experiments through which the Weber-type data are obtained, in which the task is one of discrimination. In these cases, to “get it right”
is precisely to discriminate where there is a difference in stimuli. However,
it seems clear that whatever is being measured in such experiments is not a
phenomenon that is only at work when subjects are engaged in discrimination
tasks. Subjects perceive objects with particular intensities of brightness and
color even when they are not performing discrimination tasks; and so whatever
it is that constitutes these intensities cannot be exhaustively described as “a
capacity for discrimination”. Whether the subjective intensity is a byproduct
of a low-level mechanism employed (also?) for discrimination, or is the criterion employed in discrimination tasks, it makes sense to speak of the intensity
independently of actual tasks of discrimination. Moreover, it is possible to
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uncouple discrimination from phenomenology in the other direction as well.
In cases of subthreshold discrimination, subjects perform at better than chance
levels in distinguishing stimuli among which they report no phenomenological difference. There are thus at least some mechanisms of discrimination that
are independent of phenomenology, though the fact that subthreshold performance is inferior to superthreshold performance indicates that something
important is lost as well. Likewise in conditions like blindsight, a limited discriminative ability is left which is decoupled from phenomenology: here, as
with subthreshold discrimination, there are discriminative abilities without a
phenomenology, and hence discriminative abilities alone are not what is at
issue in the cases that do involve a phenomenology.
The non-phenomenological interpretation is even more problematic when
one moves outside of simple intensity discrimination tasks and into various
types of perceptual illusions. In the former, the question is “When can the
subject detect differences that are objectively there?” But in the latter cases,
such as the Cornsweet illusions or subjective contour figures, the subject sees
things as different that are objectively the same. The grammar of the expression “S discriminates A from B” implies that A and B are really different:
‘discriminate’ is what the ordinary-language philosophers called a “success
verb”. It is thus hard to see how one could view a mis-seeing of objective features as a case of discrimination. At best, it is a forced error of mechanisms
employed in discriminative tasks. But to understand such an error, we cannot
stay at the functional level of viewing the mechanisms as “discriminators”,
but must look at the mechanism that does the discriminating. There must be
some (presumably internal) variables distinct from those of stimulus intensities that (a) allow for a representation of difference, and (b) allow for reports of
apparent brightness. It is possible that (a) and (b) are different factors, yoked
only causally. For example, one might think that blindsight cases show that
there are limited residual discriminative abilities that can endure the loss of
visual phenomenology. But ordinary psychophysical testing is not done on
blindsighters, and employs different methods. The psychophysicist does not
generally force a choice independent of the availability of phenomenological reports; rather, the subject’s responses are characteristically tied to how
things look to her. (Indeed, if anything, the performance differences between
blindsighters and the normally sighted suggests that there is a strong linkage
between discriminative abilities and the kind of phenomenological seeing that
blindsighters lack).
The following sections will explore several of these cases in greater detail.6
The Craik-O’Brien–Cornsweet effect
Much work in twentieth-century psychophysics concentrated on finding visual
“effects” in which there are unexplained differences between physical features
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of a stimulus and the features of the percept it induces. One might expect on
the basis of the Weber–Fechner Law, for example, that a stimulus consisting of
a surface made up of several patches with different levels of luminance would
produce a percept with different levels of brightness, and that the brightness of
a portion of the percept would be a strict function of the level of luminance of
the stimulus, in accordance with the Weber–Fechner laws. And this prediction
is true in the case of a single figure with constant interior luminance against
a constant background in uniform illumination. There are, however, numerous situations in which there are either many-to-one luminance-to-brightness
relationships (notably in problems of brightness constancy (Katz 1935), or
one-to-many relationships, as in the case of Mach bands (Ratliff 1965), the
Hermann grid (Spillman and Levine 1971), the Craik-O’Brien–Cornsweet
effect (Craik 1940; O’Brien 1958; Cornsweet 1970) and subjective contour
figures (Kanizsa 1979).7
The Craik-O’Brien–Cornsweet effect (COCE) involves two adjacent figures that are identical in luminance profile (i.e., in distributions of absolute
measurements of reflected light) but differ in brightness (i.e., in the subjective
perception of lightness and darkness). There are several ways of inducing this
effect. One way is to have a small steady increase or ramp in luminance in
each figure from side to side, so that there is a difference in luminance at the
border between the figures (see Figures 1 and 2). A second way of inducing
the effect is for the figures to be of a constant level of luminance except for
the region very close to their border, with a slight increase or cusp on one side
of the border and a slight decrease on the other (Figure 3).
Variations on the effect can also be induced in other ways, such as using
concentric rings instead of rectangles. The resulting percept is one of two

Figure 1. The Craik-O’Brien–Cornsweet illusion.

Figure 2. Luminance profile of figure inducing COCE using ramped gradients.

Figure 3. Luminance profile of figure inducing COCE using a cusp effect.

Figure 4. Percept profile of brightness.
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figures of different brightness, each of which appears to be of constant brightness internally. The percept is, indeed, much the same as what would be
produced by setting two figures of different luminance levels side by side so
that the luminance profile is step-shaped (Figure 4).
In layman’s terms, the two regions are identical in terms of the objective property of luminance profile, but one looks darker than the other. The
difference in brightness between rectangles depends upon the difference in
luminance at the borders. This is demonstrated by occluding the border, which
causes the difference in brightness to disappear. Removing the occlusion allows the difference to reappear, though only after a brief interval. This effect
is sensitive to a number of factors, such as viewing distance (von Békésy
1972 – the effect is strongest at small viewing distances (e.g., under 10 cm.)),
average luminance level (Heggelund and Kreklink 1976), luminance contrast
and extent of flanking gradients (Dooley and Greenfield 1977; Growney and
Neri 1986; Isono 1979(a)) and gradient polarity (Hamada 1982; 1985).
Effects such as COCE present problems which it is the business of theoretical work in vision to solve. The problem, in this case, is a mismatch between
the stimulus and the percept: local differences in brightness in the percept do
not correspond to differences in luminance in the stimulus. Thus this kind of
effect provides a kind of black box description of a function from a stimulus
(in terms of a pattern of luminance that stimulates the retina) to a percept
(in terms of an image that has contrasts in perceived brightness). Any viable
model of the human visual system should be constrained by such descriptions,
in the sense that their output should correspond to the percept when their input
corresponds to the stimulus (Figure 5).
Again, the datum presented by this effect and to be explained by a theory of
vision is a relation between phenomenological properties (how things look)
and physical properties (how the patches reflect light). The reason it counts as
a psychological effect is because the curve describing the brightness profile of
the percept does not match the curve describing the luminance profile of the
stimulus. (One tends to speak of effects where there is an apparent mismatch
between percept and stimulus; when there is a match, there is less of an intuition that something interesting is going on that is in need of explanation. If a
trapezoid looks like a square, you have an effect; if it looks like a trapezoid,

Figure 5. Psychophysics places constraints upon visual theory by requiring that the model
produced be able to account for the transformation from stimulus profile to percept profile.
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you do not). But for our philosophical purposes what is important is that one
of the curves reports purely phenomenological features. There is just no way
around the fact that what is reported in this effect is that one patch looks
brighter than the other, even though there is no difference in luminance. In
this sort of case, for example, it will not do to make the report in terms of
successful discrimination of a luminance gradient in the stimulus, for the profile reported does not match the luminance gradient of the stimulus. (Hence
its status as an illusion). Indeed, it is hard to see how “looking brighter”
can be anything other than a comparison in terms of phenomenological
properties.
It is, of course, one of the goals of theoretical work in vision to explain
such effects by giving models of how they can occur, and eventually isolating
plausible candidates for the neural realization of the percept – i.e., finding
patterns of neural activity that match the curve of the percept and occupy the
right causal position in the perceptual cascade. But the effect enters the literature as a datum without such a theory, and is not imperiled as a datum in the
absence of theoretical explanation or neural correlation. Indeed, it is the data
that constrain the theory and the localization, and not vice-versa. You simply
cannot banish the qualitative aspect of such effects from your description of
the psychophysical data: eliminate the qualitative phenomenological property
of percept brightness and you have not sanitized the portion of psychophysics
concerned with brightness, but eliminated it entirely.
Indeed, discussions of theoretical work in perception sometimes turn precisely upon the question of whether a given model explains the percept. For
example, some researchers (Cornsweet 1970; Campbell et al. 1978; Ratliff
1978, and Ratliff and Sirovich 1978) have suggested that the effect is explained by the fact that luminance profiles of steps and cusps have similar
abstract properties. As Todorović (1987, 547) summarizes it:
In terms of Fourier analysis, the two distributions have similar high-frequency content but
different low frequency components. However, the visual system is relatively insensitive to
low-spatial-frequency stimulation (Campbell and Robson 1968). According to Cornsweet
(1970); Campbell et al. (1978); Ratliff (1978); and Ratliff and Sirovich (1978), these facts
amount to an explanation of the COCE. The cusp-shaped and step-shaped distributions
looks similar because their effects are similar: the visual system suppresses the aspects
of these stimuli that differ (shallow spatial variation of luminance), and transmits more
faithfully the attribute they have in common (abrupt change).

Figure 6 identifies this shared feature with neural activity.
Todorović goes on, however, to criticize the theories cited on the grounds
that they do not account for the appearances:
However, it can be argued that this explanation is incomplete, since it does not seem to
account for the structure of the appearance of the stimulus. The problem is that there is a
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Figure 6. Isomorphist and non-isomorphist explanations of the Cornsweet Illusion. Luminance
patterns with steps and luminance patterns with cusps both produce similar neural activity at
some stage in early vision and similar brightness percepts. However, the profile of the neural
activity does not match (is not isomorphic to) that of the percept. Non-isomorphist theories
provide no explanation of how a cusp-shaped neural profile yields a step-shaped brightness
profile. Isomorphist theorists like Todorović (1987) insist that explanation is not complete until
a neural correlate is found whose activity profile matches that of the percept. Diagram based
on Todorović (1987), p. 546.

mismatch between the shape of the brightness profile of the percept and its presumed neural
counterpart (see Arend 1973; Cohen and Grossberg 1984; Cornsweet 1970; Davidson and
Whiteside 1971). The luminance cusp distribution (Figure 1b) gives rise to a percept that
has the shape of a step (Figure 1f). However, the presumed physiological foundation of the
percept, according to the preceding analysis, has a quite different profile (Figure 1d), one
that is more similar to the cusp-shaped profile of the underlying luminance distribution.
(547, emphasis added)

The issue here is quite clear: it is not enough for a theory of vision to
accommodate the neural data. It must accommodate the phenomenological
data – the “appearance of the stimulus” – as well. Thus theorists such as
Todorović clearly regard the phenomenology of vision as setting important
constraints on what can count as a successful visual theory.
This issue is not uncontroversial among theorists in vision. Indeed, the main
point of the Todorović article is to contrast “isomorphist” theories that insist
on a match between the output of the model and the percept with “nonisomorphist” theories that do not do so. The exact nature of this debate within
theoretical psychology is quite interesting from a philosophical standpoint, but
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need not be gone into here. For even the “nonisomporphist” camp agrees that
a crucial goal of psychological theory is to find the ultimate linkage between
appearance and its neural counterparts. For example, Ratliff and Sirovich
(1978) write
The neural activity which underlies appearance must reach a final stage eventually. It may
well be that marked neural activity adjacent to the edges (as is postulated in this model and
is commonly observed in neurophysiological experiments) is, at some level of the visual
system, that final stage and is itself the sought-for end process. (Quoted in Todorović 1987,
548).

The difference between isomorphist and non-isomorphist approaches is not
that the latter eschew the task of relating the model to the percept, but that they
are content with “linking propositions” (Teller 1984) that do not display an
isomporphism between percept and neural realization. Nonisomorphists still
try to correlate percepts and neural properties, even if the neural properties
do not produce a pattern matching that the percept. Thus both camps take it as
a goal of theoretical psychology to describe relations between percepts per se
and their neural realizations. The difference comes in the constraints placed
on the explanatory nature of the model.
Subjective contour figures and intentionality
The COCE illustrates the fact that qualitative phenomenological properties
such as intensity of qualia are often essential to psychophysical data. There
are also psychophysical data in which at least simple intentional properties
seem to be essential. A class of visual effects that illustrate the importance of
a minimal form of intentionality are subjective contour figures, such as the
Kanizsa square (Kanizsa 1979), depicted in Figure 7.
In viewing this figure, normal subjects report seeing a square that is slightly
brighter than the background. The subject thus “perceives” boundaries corresponding to the sides of a square – boundaries that are not “really there” in the

Figure 7. The Kanizsa square, a subjective contour figure.
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sense that there is no discontinuity in luminance in the portions of the stimulus
where boundaries are perceived. Normal perceivers also perceive the interior
of the square as slightly brighter than the background, although in fact there
is no difference in luminance between interior and background regions. Here
the visual system is somehow “filling in” boundaries that are not there to be
seen and producing an interpretation of the brightness of the interior region
of the figure it supposes to be there. In lay terms, we “see a figure that isn’t
there” and see it as being “brighter than it should be.”
Here, again, there is a well-defined difference between the phenomenology
of the percept and the gross physical properties of the stimulus. The constraint
such an effect places upon theoretical work in vision is, again, that one’s
model of the visual system ought to reproduce the psychophysical phenomena
observed in human subjects. A model whose output represents the interior of
the “square” and the background as of the same brightness, or which does
not represent boundaries along the “sides” of the “square”, or which does not
pick out a square at all, is not an adequate explanation of the psychophysical
data, because the output of the model does not correspond to the percept.
This effect, like the COCE, involves qualitative phenomenological properties such as the brightness profile of the percept. However, this example also
involves something not found in the previous examples: the perception of a
figure as such. In the previous effects, we had discrete regions that could be
isolated objectively, both spatially and in terms of luminance profile. In this
example, however, the subjects “sees” a square some of whose boundaries are
not marked by any objective properties. Here we have a Gestalt phenomenon
in which one constitutes a region as a figure of a given kind. The subject
“sees” this region as a square, and indeed as a square that is brighter than its
background. This kind of Gestalt phenomenon is a very simple case of intentionality. It involves seeing a region as a figure of a given kind, and seeing-as
is intentional in nature. Moreover, it also bears that feature of intentionality
emphasized by Brentano (1874) and Chisholm (1957): namely, the fact that
there is an “intentional object” (the percept of a square) to which nothing
objective need correspond. (And indeed in this case there is no square that
corresponds to the percept.)
Now this kind of Gestalt phenomenon is every bit as interesting a psychological datum as are the purely qualitative properties that appeared in
Weber–Fechner and the COCE. And there is indeed some reason to think that
any theory of the qualitative effects cannot be done independently of this kind
of simple figure-constitution. There is evidence, for example, that the visual
system is relatively insensitive to gradients of luminance within the boundaries of a figure, and that it “fills in” the interior of a figure. (cf. Krauskopf
1967; Cornsweet 1970; Gerrits and Vendrik 1970; Hamada 1984, 1985; Cohen
and Grossberg 1984; Grossberg 1983, 1987a, 1987b; Grossberg and Mingolla
1985a, 1985b, 1987). This would indicate that constitution of figures is not
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simply a later stage of cognition that takes a pre-given qualitative input, but
rather that there is significant interaction between the factors that produce the
perception of boundaries and those that produce features such as brightness.
They may even be features of the same representational system. It is, perhaps,
a vexed question whether such Gestalt phenomena involve a single module
that both (a) produces the brightness profile necessary for constituting a figure
and (b) accounts for the actual seeing-as, or whether the two are contributed
by separate processes. What is clear here is that the formation of a percept
with a square-shaped region involves the activity of some active psychological
mechanism, since this cannot simply be extracted from the luminance profile
on the retina. Of course, there are other Gestalt phenomena that involve even
clearer cases of intentionality, such as the Necker cube or the faces/vase illusion, in which the whole phenomenon is described in terms of constituting
the percept as a particular kind of object or an object seen as being a certain
way.
The moral, again, is that phenomenological properties figure significantly
in our psychophysics, and our psychophysics is what provides the data for (and
hence the constraints upon) our theoretical psychology of perception. In this
case, it is not only qualitative phenomenological properties, but intentional
properties. (There is a “what-it’s-like” to seeing something as a square, and
it is different from the “what-it’s like” of seeing something as a triangle or
simply having sensations). You cannot throw out the phenomenology and
keep the data, because the data relate phenomenological properties to physical
properties.

Interpretation
These three examples are designed to give the reader some sense of the kinds
of data collected in psychophysics of vision. They are representative of much
research in experimental psychology of perception, which involves the collection of “effects” that would need to be explained by a theory of perception.
These kinds of example do not represent all of psychophysics, as that field
also embraces studies of how various parts of the nervous system respond to
physical stimuli – e.g., frequency of the spiking of sensory nerves as a function
of the intensity of the stimulus. Unlike the examples described, this other area
of psychophysics does not deal with subjective percepts. Yet these examples
make it clear that phenomenology plays an important role in psychophysics.
While there are indeed parts of psychophysics where phenomenology plays no
role, it does play a role in those cases where the end product of psychophysical
examination is a relationship between an objectively-defined stimulus and a
percept. Indeed, it would seem that phenomenology plays at least four distinct
roles in psychophysics.
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1. The subject matter of psychophysical phenomena involves
phenomenologically-described mental states. More precisely, psychophysical data like those described above treat the visual system as
a function from objectively described stimuli to phenomenologically
described percepts.
2. First-person phenomenological description is vital to the description of
psychophysical data. In many cases, it is hard to see any way of describing the output of the visual system as anything other than a percept. If
what we are after is, say, an explanation of how things look (say, the fact
that the Kanizsa figure looks like a square that is brighter than its background), it is hard to see how to describe what we want to explain in
non-phenomenological terms. And while it is indeed desirable to seek a
neural correlate to the percept, it is the phenomenologically-described percept that provides the constraints necessary for judging whether a given
neural phenomenon has the right properties to serve as such a correlate.
(cf. the Todorović quotes above.)
3. The reliance upon phenomenological data does not result in any perilous
unreliability or problems of confirmation. Indeed, most psychophysical
data of this sort are remarkably stable across human perceivers, to the extent that a researcher can generally assume that her own perceptions will be
representative of those of a normal perceiver. There is a high degree of intersubjective reliability in perception. This is a good thing, as psychophysics
of vision depends very heavily upon reports of what we perceive.
4. The phenomenology of the percept is in fact central to the methodology of
researchers in psychophysics. The best evidence for this claim I have encountered is anecdotal. When researchers in psychophysics of perception
present papers at their professional meetings, I am told, a great deal of
care is lavished upon producing the best possible visuals – i.e., visuals that
allow the audience to experience the effect for themselves. Indeed, I am
told that audiences tend to be impatient with data plots and care principally
about their ability to “see” the effect. The primary validation of the effect
comes through the researcher’s own experience of the percept. (Of course,
the measurements of the stimulus have to be measured by some other
means than how they appear.) While this kind of methodology might be
suspect in other areas of psychology, it seems appropriate in perception
because of the high degree of intersubjective constancy of such effects.

Phenomenology, intentionality and psychology’s data
The foregoing discussion of psychophysics of vision does much to belie the
current philosophical wisdom about the role played by subjective mental states
in psychology. First, consider claims that a scientific psychology should not
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be committed to mental states – or at least to mental states characterized in
a way that is dependent upon their phenomenology. Psychophysics is widely
regarded as the portion of psychology that really has become scientific, and
it depends very heavily upon phenomenology. On the one hand, its domain
includes phenomenologically described mental states (percepts). On the other
hand, its methodology requires subjective access to the first-person, experiential, phenomenological character of these percepts. And without such a
phenomenologically-based psychophysics we lose many of the data that it
is the business of theoretical psychology of perception to explain. Moreover,
psychophysicists seem largely untroubled by the kinds of concerns that tend to
exercise philosophers. There is no suggestion that they are in need of “vindication” by way of unification of psychology with a larger naturalistic body of
science, or even with neuroscience. Psychophysics treats percepts (or better,
relations between objective properties of stimuli and properties of percepts)
as its domain without apology. And it is the psychophysics that holds theoretical psychology – including neuroscience – to the test, and not the other way
around. A neuroscientific theory that fails to duplicate the psychophysics of
human perception is an inadequate theory of perception. Given a mismatch
between psychological theory or neural model and psychophysical data, it is
theory or model that is regarded as suspect.
This may not be enough to vindicate the mental or its phenomenological
aspects to a diehard anti-mentalist. But it does seem to present a set of options
starker than those generally proposed. We can, on the one hand, embrace
psychophysics, and with it the phenomenology of perception. Or we can reject
psychophysics along with all the rest of the mental. The result of the latter
course, however, is not a naturalistic psychology, but a psychology with a
greatly impoverished set of data, and hence we would lose a great portion of
the theoretical psychology of perception – be it intentional, computational,
connectionist or neuroscientific. There could, of course, still be experimental
data about things like firing potentials and receptive fields and anatomical
data about things like projections of fields of cells, but this does not add up
to a psychology, because the psychologically relevant functional units in the
nervous system can only be inferred from (indeed can only be constituted
in terms of) the tasks they perform, and in order to have a demarcation of
those tasks we must rely on data from psychophysics. Far from psychology
being “displaced by a mature neuroscience”, there would be little neuroscience
beyond the level of physiology. It is one thing to say that psychological data
present puzzles that we may not be able to find solutions to, or solutions of a
particular kind. It is quite another to say that the data do not exist.
Second, these examples belie the claim that the only role played by mental
states is as “theoretical posits” of psychology. This issue has become unduly
confused due to the fact that much talk about mental states as “theoretical
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entities” trades upon an equivocation. (cf. Horst 1995, 1996.) On the one
hand, one might mean that mental terms, like all terms, are part of a network
of concepts that reflect a way of slicing up the world, and hence a “theory”
of how the world is. On this view, mental terms are “theoretical” in the same
sense that all other terms – “number”, “dog”, “air” – are theoretical. But one
might also mean that mental terms are “theoretical” in the more specialized
sense that, say, terms designating physical microparticles are “theoretical” –
i.e., that they are hypothetical entities invoked solely to explain data supplied
by some other domain. I shall call these terms “retroductive terms” and the
entities they name “retroductive entities”.
It is true, of course, that both common sense and contemporary cognitive
science employ explanations of behavior that posit unconscious or infraconscious “beliefs”, “desires”, “plans” and the like that are retroductive, in that
they are never observed by anyone (even by the subject herself by way of introspection). Indeed, there are usages of “belief ” that seem to pick out purely
dispositional states that are by definition unobservable, and some theories in
cognitive science posit quasi-mental states that are attributed to sub-systems of
the organism and take place at an infra-conscious level. (I.e., at a level not accessible to conscious awareness). Dispositional states, infra-conscious states
and Freudian unconscious states are all genuinely retroductive entities. They
also do not have a phenomenology qua dispositional, infra-conscious or unconscious. It may be that there are phenomenological properties that go along
with, say, having a dispositional belief that Caesar crossed the Rubicon, or edge
detection, or repressing a desire to marry your mother, but it is not in terms
of these phenomenological accompaniments that such states are individuated.
The case seems to be quite different with, say, perceptual Gestalts, conscious
judgements or desires, etc. Consider the examples from psychophysics. Our
phenomenological reports may indeed be “theory-laden” in the sense that using expressions like “looks brigher than. . .”, “looks like a square” depends
upon carving up conceptual space in terms of notions like brightness and
squareness and appearing-thus. But they are surely not “theoretical” in the
sense of being posited to account for some other data. Rather, the phenomenological properties of the percepts are the data for psychology of perception.
They are the bedrock observations upon which the rest of psychology of perception must be founded. It may or may not be that this imperils psychology,
but it is most certainly the case that we cannot dispense with percepts in favor of a different theoretical structure to account for the data: percepts are
the most basic data, and are not theoretical at all. The conflation of the phenomenology of conscious states, which can play a role in psychophysics, with
non-phenomenological dispositions, infra-conscious and unconscious states
can easily mislead us in to thinking that all mental states are theoretical. But it
seems clear that those states that play a role in psychophysics (e.g., perceptual
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Gestalts) occupy a very different epistemic role than do true theoretical entities, and hence are not so subject to elimination by way of theory changes in
psychology.

Conclusion
What I have attempted to argue in this paper is that even a brief examination
of psychophysics will reveal as erroneous two key assumptions of much of
the contemporary debate about the nature of the mental and the shape of a
scientific psychology. First, the best established part of scientific psychology is
essentially committed to phenomenological properties of mental states, both as
its domain and as a necessary part of its methodology. Second, the mental states
that appear in psychophysics under phenomenological descriptions appear not
as the posits, but as the data for theoretical psychology, and thus are not so
readily subject to elimination as a consequence of theory change. Indeed,
psychophysics provides both the problems that theoretical psychology needs
to solve and the constraints within which one can offer a realistic theory of
human cognition.
Notes
1. The first version of this article was drafted while on a sabbatical at the Center for Adaptive
Systems at Boston University in 1993. Versions of it have been presented at the Society for
Philosophy and Psychology (1997) and at “Towards a Science of Consciousness” at Tucson
(2002). Particular thanks to Stephen Grossberg for introducing me to some of the material
around which this article revolves, to Anthony Jack for very helpful suggestions, and to
Bernard Baars for words of encouragement at the Tucson 2002 session that he chaired.
2. I would additionally take issue with the assumptions (1) that our commitments to the claims
of the physical sciences are sufficient to ground physicalism and (2) that a call for intertheoretic reduction is in line with the best current philosophy of science. These, however,
are not the topics of this article.
3. The term “psychophysics” has come to have broader and narrower uses among psychologists. Experimentalists tend to reserve the term for measurements of relationships between
stimuli and percepts, or stimuli and neural events, while people doing psychological modeling often use the term for experimental data generally.
4. Grüsser (1993) argues that Tobias Mayer (1755) anticipated Brentano and Plateau in discovering the power law by a century.
5. Some psychophysicists additionally distinguish “brightness” (as a term for apparent intensity of light) from “lightness” (apparent intensity of areas or surfaces reflecting light). For
those not acquainted with this distinction, the phrase “seems light” tends not to parse well,
so I have used the term “brightness” to stand in for the psychophysicist’s “lightness” as
well.
6. A potentially more threatening objection, offered by Donald Laming, will not be dealt
with in the main course of argument. Whereas objections that psychophysics measures
only discriminative abilities are, to my mind, easily met, Laming (1997) presents a far
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more subtle and serious challenge. Laming’s extensive considerations of 130 years of
psychophysical experiments leads him to a much more radical critique of mainstream
assumptions in psychophysics, including the important assumption that there is any inner
variable – whether phenomenological or neural – that is correlated with stimulus intensities
in the psychophysical data. His alternative suggestion, in a nutshell, is (1) that subjects
really compare stimuli on little better than an ordinal scale, (2) that Fechner’s law is a
natural consequence of such a scale of comparisons, and (3) that the mathematical results
are most naturally interpreted as a combination of (a) judgements about the intensity of the
stimulus (without an intervening variable of sensation or neural profile) that varies with the
stimulus according to a χ 2 rule, and (b) artifacts of the experimental setup. It is difficult to
assess just how radical Laming’s proposal is supposed to be, however. Sometimes it seems
to be the truly radical claim L1, but sometimes it seems to be the weaker claims L2–L4.
L1: Careful analysis of the psychophysical data supports the conclusion that there is no
such thing as sensation.
L2: Careful analysis of the psychophysical data shows that they do not require an inner
variable of sensation (or indeed of neural profile) to account for the data.
L3: In each single psychophysical experiment, there is no reason to posit a scale of intensities of some inner variable that is more sophisticated than an ordinal scale (or perhaps
one that admits of a five-way comparison of much less intense/less intense/same/more
intense/much more intense).
L4: In analyzing the mismatches between the results obtained in different experiments,
there is no way to arrive at a single inner scale of intensity that is better than ordinal
(or five-way).
Laming’s analysis most clearly supports L4, which is itself a disturbing conclusion for
psychophysics, in that it disputes the widespread assumption that there is some inner value
(or one for each modality) that is being measured in all of the experiments. It is here
as well that Laming’s alternative suggestions seem most to the point. Subjects are not
simply giving incorrigible reports of levels of inner activity, the measuring and comparing
processes themselves may play essential roles in determining the values given, and there
may be different (or additional) processes at work in different experimental setups. All this
implies, however, is that the reports of experimental subjects in psychophysical tests may
not be what they appear to be. One can, indeed, motivate the same insight informally. If
subjects can observe intensities of stimuli, these are not laid out with a built-in yardstick
attached. Without such a yardstick, reports of inner phenomena share the problems of
estimates of outer magnitudes without the regimentation of an exact measuring process.
Laming may well be correct in concluding that there is no equivalent for a yardstick to be
had for estimating qualitative values. However, this is no argument that they do not fall on
a scale, nor even that the same inner value is not at work in different experiments on the
same sensory modality. All it implies is that the report given is a function of this variable
plus experimental setup. Indeed, if the responses of subjects are always in part a function
of the experimental setup (including the specific comparison or rating task that the subject
is induced to perform), the actual nature of any subjective scale there might be might be
impossible to determine with the methods of psychophysics.
There are methodological issues here for psychophysics, to be sure. Yet these do not rise
to the level of implying that phenomenology plays no role in whatever subjects are doing
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in giving their reports. At most, it implies that subjects’ perceptual judgements are ultimately based on ordinal comparisons, whatever the underlying basis for these judgements
might be. And the difference in performance between (a) normal subjects presented with
superthreshold stimuli (of which they report subjective awareness) on the one hand, and
either (b) normal subjects presented with subthreshold stimuli or (c) abnormal subjects
like blindsighters, on the other, is highly suggestive. There are types of performance in
psychophysical tests that are achieved only in cases that have a subjective phenomenology.
Laming is also too quick to dismiss the importance and power of neural probes and neural
modeling. He rightly notes that many experiments have concentrated upon correlations
between psychophysical data and the excitation of peripheral neurons in the relevant sensory
array, which are often disappointing. But he seems to regard the objection that one should
therefore look deeper in the structures of the brain as a kind of shell game. This, however,
seems quite wrong-headed, especially if one takes seriously Laming’s own suggestion that
sensation is (normally) a part of a process of making judgements about external objects.
One would expect that forming a model of objects in an organism’s environment to be a
complicated reconstruction, based on information distributed over a number of sensory
neurons, and to take place in areas like the visual cortex rather than in peripheral cells.
Moreover, one would expect it to be a complicated feedback process, particularly in cases
of object perception (involved to some extent in cases like the Cornsweet illusion and
subjective contour figures). Moreover, neural models of perception that have been applied
to such illusions (e.g., Grossberg and Todorvic 1988) are able to reproduce the subjective
profile of the percept. The relationship between such models and actual neural structures
is at this stage conjectural; however, the ability to reproduce percept profiles by way of
models that are neurally plausible does much to suggest that there are (or at least can be)
such processes in the brain, and that one might expect the shape of subjective experience to
be conditioned by such network interactions, which directly explain such things as context
effects. This, of course, would leave Fechner’s broadest model of “inner” and “outer”
psychophysics largely intact, with separate questions about the function from stimulus to
neural representation, and that from neural representation to subjective experience.
7. Additional examples would include simultaneous brightness contrast (Heinemann 1972),
brightness assimilation (Helson 1963), the Wertheimer-Benary figure (Benary 1924/1938),
the Koffka–Benussi ring (Koffka 1935), the Ehrenstein illusion (Ehrenstein 1941), the grating brightness effects (Quinn 1985), the orientation-sensitive brightness effects (McCourt
1982; White 1979) and brightness effects related to perceived depth (Gilchrist 1977).
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